SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1623
Saturday 11 March 2017
Hares: Too Old To Fuck & Nothing
phuket-hhh.com
I got the Hares in to thank them for their Run on Naka Hill, overlooking my house. The Run was a little
short due a gun-toting land owner..we don't want to lose any Hares!
Copper San came in to give us 30 Baht beers on his birthday..HBYC and thanks!
HASH HORN...Transporter came back for his second try..and did a lot better..well done and thanks!
RETURNERS in...Just four, happy to be back!
VIRGINS in...Seven, an Aussie, two Thai girls and
the French making up the rest..Gat Ray did his thing
as this week's Water Babe!
VISITING HASHERS in...PUKI MERRHA from
Malaysia, via Canada and for the last time in some
time..The Hornblowers...PM sang a song he sang
some 23 years ago (so says Gorgeous!) Thanks for coming to see us!
BLUE PIPE DRINKING TEST..I called in the blonde Frenchie, along with her husband (the one with
short black curly teeth)..they gave it their best on behalf of the French Nation..but just not good
enough...It takes an Englishman and his Dutch wife (Wat Da Ya Mean and Su Su Nonna ) to show them
how it's done!
STEWARD...Fungus..He calls in Google Ass and Kiss My Ring..Fungus has Manneken Piss translate
to GA that he does a great job with the Run videos that show two types on the trail. The KMR types
that see the camera and take a break to chat and the types like MP that see the camera and start running.
A great reminder of the job GA does with his videos. Bum Scrapper in..with her family of dogs..Now at
Two Strokes farewell party..he saw BS behind the food table..taking her time, piling her plate up..big
appetite ?..No bones for her dogs!..Fungus then brings in two chairs..one for Chicken George

and one for Anal Grapes..is this a re-run of last week's Steward spot..or is it just a chance for CG to get
his own back..we will see. Fungus gets both of them to sit down and close their knees together (just

like little girls!) Fungus then places a plate on their laps... he then says..let's just have some blind folds
on..now what I want you to do is just tap each other's plates..ah, but wait, let's give you something to
tap the plates with..so he gives AG a little toffee hammer.. but gives CG a bloody big lump hammer...
AG has no idea as they both can't see..Fungus lets AG have a little peek..and when he sees the size of
GC's bloody big hammer.. he screams what the fuck!...Fungus stops it there...pay back has been paid!
Great spot Fungus, well done and thanks!
RUN OFFENSES..Manneken Pis calls in GM, Tinman GM and Iron Pussy GM..what the fuck is
going on?..MP hears that our GM ( me) goes to the Iron Pussy Hash this week..why, just to let the girls
have advance notice of the coming 8th ANNUAL HASH BALL ON FRIDAY 9th JUNE..well I got a
free drink out of it and I only stopped 5 minutes! Dr Fucking Jekyel calls in Ejackulator and
Nothing..why? cos they won't stop talking in the circle..gobby cunts! Transporter calls in Katoye
Lover..they were in a bar in Rawaii and KL saw a handsome, young Frenchman..so he went over to
give him a kiss..have we given him the wrong name? He got him on the ice too! Flip Flop calls in
Jungle Balls..last week after the Iron Pussy JB went out drinking ( after his 2 week illness)..FL and
Clitmus Pussy could not get him to open the door..was he even in..had he had someone else there with
him? anyway Clitmus Pussy had to sleep at FL's house...we never got to hear what had happened, as JB
was tight lipped!
NEW MEMBERS in Dr Evil, The Hornblowers, Mike and Kondee (Chicken George's girl)..Kondee
was given ALWAYS CUMS SECOND as her new Hash name...but we battled with Mike, so later!
Welcome to you all!
DEPARTERS..only a few, thankfully..but we are losing the HORNBLOWERS as they are on their
travels again..but now your members, please come back and see us!
NEXT WEEK HARES..Gorgeous came in and told us of his work setting up next week's Run..so
don't miss out!
HARES in..Manneken Pis tells us this is bad news..as
SADG is our Hash Shit holder..we may have to give it to
someone else..records were broken all over the place on
this Run..shortest EVER 16 minutes..Most people doing it
for a Second time 14! Also the first injury in ONLY TWO
STEPS as Kiss My Ring fell over..and his back foot was
still in the circle! We were told the paper was on the
left..when it was on the right...NOTHING..for it...TOO
OLD TO FUCK.. gets Hash Shit, as it was called for!
PLEASE REMEMBER, BRING YOUR MONEY
NEXT WEEK SO YOU CAN BOOK IN FOR OUR
HASH BALL.. click here to SEE OUR NEWS ON
OUR WEB SITE FOR ALL THE DETAILS..COME
ON, JOIN IN THE FUN..DO NOT MISS OUT!
ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (GM & SCRIBE)
JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP

